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History: 
 Village primary schools (VPS) were established

over the last century by Presbyterian missionaries
with the vision of providing free education to
children of underprivileged families. Schools were
started in a local church or home, and teachers
were appointed from the community and given a
very nominal honorarium. Missionaries supported
these schools out of their own pockets for many
years. At its peak, there were schools near each of
the 256 rural Presbyterian churches. Beginning in
1972 the schools were placed under the United
Presbyterian Synod and Board of Foreign Mission,
Sialkot. Later, The Society for Community
Development (SCD) took responsibility. The
schools struggled without permanent buildings
and strong leadership and, over time, only a few
survived. 

 

Today: 
 PEB currently manages eight schools and a 9th is in

progress. At the beginning of each new session, the
schools are provided with essentials like books for
students, furniture, blackboards, toys, stationery and
administrative expenses. Schools are also given a
monthly grant to pay salaries. There are approximately
500 students and 16 teachers in the 8 schools.

 

Looking Ahead...Our Dreams/Our Future: 
 Poor Christian families in remote rural villages face

difficult challenges. Often their children experience
discrimination and mistreatment in local schools.
They drop out and instead work minor labor jobs to
help feed their families. It is essential to motivate
the parents to send their children to schools and to
provide a loving, safe environment for them to
learn.

 
PEB has a dream to once again open village primary schools near each rural
Presbyterian church in the Punjab region of Pakistan. International friends are invited
to partner with PEB to adopt a village primary school. The cost to build a school for 100
primary students is $37,000. Annual cost to run a school is $12,000. 
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In 2012, at the request of the Moderator of the PCP, on behalf of SCD, PEB organized a
meeting as a first step to revive the village primary schools. The 12 currently
functioning schools were invited to assess their status and needs. Because of the
meeting, 5 of the schools agreed to come under the management of PEB. 
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